Innovation. Inspiration. Results.
BALLFIELDS LODGE BANK EROSION WORKS 2016
When the banks of a private client’s stream in
Pattingham, Wolverhampton needed urgent
work to prevent erosion, they called in Land &
Water to bring expertise and solutions over a
short timescale.
The project at Ballfields Lodge required the creation of a
margin along a stream running through the private properly,
to encourage wildlife and prevent further erosion. The client
originally sought to install coir rolls along both banks. However
Land & Water were able to bring a better solution based on the
under-scouring beneath some tree roots.

Project Delivery
• Installed hazel faggots and pre-established coir rolls, planted
with specially selected indigenous marginal aquatics, along
one side of the remaining bank to encourage bees, butterflies
and dragonflies
• Used Nicospan back filled with stone and topped with topsoil
to repair the under-scouring erosion areas
• The stream banks were protected from erosion whilst
providing habitat and margin for wildlife
The project was completed successfully in just 1 week. The
client was delighted with the expertise to bring a more
appropriate solution, as well as project delivery.

Project Particulars
• The project was completed for a private client
in Wolverhampton
• The works were completed in May 2016
• Bio-engineering to prevent erosion on the
stream banks
• Supplies installed were pre-established coir
rolls, Nicospan, topsoil, hazel faggots

Find us on the internet at

www.land-water.co.uk
Contact us on 0844 225 1958
The Land & Water Group are award-winning inland waterway and coastal project specialists
based in the UK. Throughout their 37-year history, they have become synonymous with
finding creative and effective solutions to complex challenges in the specialist environment
where land and water meet. Often working in difficult or unpredictable landscapes, their work
is always completed with attention to the local surroundings, people and environment.
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